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The dissertation of Ztzana Pat6kov5, deals with problems from dis-
crete geometry whose solution requires algebraic methods. It contains
irnportant and deep results that will have applications in computational
geometry and possibly elsewhere. I have no doubt that it deserves ac-
ceptance with grade "summa cum laude".

The dissertation starts with a concise introduction explaining the
basic results. It is followed by three separate chapters. The first one
is about the polynomial partitioning following the breakthrough paper
of Guth and Katz. The second part gives estimates of certain Ramsey
numbers arising from semi-algebraic relations. The third chapter is
about so-called reptiles. Now I evaluate these parts in more detail.

I start with the second one which is the most interesting for me, as I
have used the result proved there. The asymptotic behaviour of k-ary
Rarnsey functiorr is a classic and difficult problerrr irr pure cornbina-
torics. In geometric applications, however, the underlying relation is
usually very special and can often be described by polynomial equa-
tions and inequalities. This is the so-called semi-algebraic relation,
and recently Fox et al. showed that for the corresponding Rarnsey
function n(") S twra-1(nc) so has one fewer tower than the combina-
torial Ramsey function. They also gave arr exarnple of. a k-ary and d-
dimensional semi-algebraic relation with almost matching lower bound:
R(") >_ twra-1(Q(rz)). Here d,:2k-t. Theorem 2.3 of. the dissertation
significantly improves this lower bound: for the super-homogeneous
order type relation the same lower bound holds in much smaller di-
mension d : k - 3. The construction is based on an algebraic version
of the stepping-up lemma of Erd6s and Hajnal. It is an important
and technically difficult, algebraic version of the original lemma. As
I mentioned earlier, this result has found an important application in
determining the asymptotic behaviour of the Ramsey function of the
homogeneous order type relation.

The polynomial partitioning (in ttre first chapter) is a recent inven-
tion of Guth and Katz. It has widespread applications in discrete and
computational geometry. The method is ingenious and can be made
effective but has a drawback: when partitioning a finite set P c Rd by
the zero set Z(f) of a suitable d-variate polyrromial /, the part of P
lying in Z(f), that is, P* : PaZ(f), is not partitioned. To overcome
this drawback the set P* is partitioned by another polynomial g, say.
The process has to be repeated since P* n Z(g) may be nonempty. The
main results are Theorem 1.3 and 1.4. Applications to range searching
are given which is an important point here and it is also significant



that the resulting algorithm (in Theorem 1.6) is effective. The proof
is interesting and difficult. It uses tools from real algebraic geometry.
But the details are too technical to be explained here. I am sure that
the key lemma (Lemma 1.13) will have further applications in this new
and exciting direction (algebraic methods) of discrete geometry.

The last chapter deals with k-reptiles, that is d-dimensional simplices
S that can be tiled by k simplices that are mutually congruent and
similar to S. The question is this: Given d for what values of k is
there a d-dimensional k-reptile. The main results of this section are
that if S is a k-reptile in IR3, (resp. IRa), then k: rn3 (and k: m2) for
sorne positive integer rn. These are joint result of the carrdidate arrd
Matou5ek), and with Kinil. This is a serious achievement, especially
the 4-dimensional case. The ingredients are Coxeter diagrams and
internal angles of simplices, Debrunnet's lemma, Fiedler's theorem, and
the proof is a neat combinations of algebraic methods and geometric
tools.

In summary, the dissertation of.Zwana Pat5,kov5, contains many new
and important mathematical results. The main topic is how algebraic
methods can be applied to problems in discrete geometry. The results
show that the candidate is a talented young mathematician, who is
able to conjecture and prove, who shows definite ability for creative
scientific work. She krrows, and is able to apply, algebraic methods
very well besides the standard techniques in discrete geometry and
combinatorics. I reiterate what I said earlier: I strongly recommend
the acceptance of her thesis with grade "summa cum laude".
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